DO YOU WANT TO
STUDY/MIGRATE ABROAD?

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU!

www.mandgworld.com
immigration@mandgworld.com, students@mandgworld.com
M&G Immigration and Study Abroad Consultants is an organisation, working closely with a team of lawyers in Canada who are licensed within the province of Ontario and have Special Authorization to represent Quebec Clients. We have been in the practice of Immigration and Study abroad consultancy for the past ten years. We are associated with Mathew and Gupta Barristers and Solicitors, a law firm based in Toronto, Canada. We are also associated with a Registered Migration Agent (MARA) from Australia to represent our Clients that wish to migrate and settle in Australia.

Over the past ten years M & G has built its trust with all the applicants who have taken the opportunity to avail our services. We are extremely glad that the majority of our clients are from referrals. We specialise in all types of visa application in Canada, including the Express Entry Program, Quebec Skilled Worker Program, Provincial Nomination Programs, Canadian Experience Class etc. M & G offers students a wide range of programs to choose from, among different colleges across various provinces of Canada. We provide students who wish to study and settle in Canada the best options with great expertise. Each study permit application is verified and submitted with the FREE REPRESENTATION of a Canadian Lawyer (Worth CAD 2000).

M & G is currently assisting clients who wish to migrate and settle in Australia and New Zealand via its association with Direct Migration Alliance Registered Agent, Mr. Deepak Panchal. We are also offering assistance with admissions to other countries including New Zealand, Australia, Ireland, UK, France, Germany, and the United States.

Our team of lawyers, Migration Agents and counsellors are highly dedicated professionals who are devoted to provide you with the most accurate immigration advice and in helping you choose the right program of study for a better future. We take great effort to help you select the right path to enter the competitive world.

M & G Immigration and Study Abroad Consultants in India is headed by Mr. Justin Mathew, who has completed his Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering (B-Tech) in 1998 from Calicut University, Kerala. After receiving his bachelor’s degree, he also took career development courses from Microsoft and became certified as a Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer (MCSD), Brain Bench Certified Programmer. Justin then began his career as a Business Consultant working for an MNC Emplifi Corporation, in Pittsburgh, USA. He subsequently worked as a Senior Project Manager for American Garden Realty Corporation until 2009. Throughout the years, Justin has travelled widely to different parts of the world and has in-depth knowledge of different opportunities around the globe.

Together with my sister Judy Mathew, I started M&G operations from India in an effort to help people relocate and provide awareness of various opportunities to live, study and work abroad.
WHY M&G?

- M&G Immigration and Study Abroad Consultants is an organisation, working closely with a team of lawyers in Canada who are licensed within the province of Ontario.
- Mr. Justin Mathew (B-Tech Mechanical) is the Indian Operations head, with over 12 years of experience as a Project Manager in United States of America. His sister, Ms. Judy Mathew (Canadian barrister and solicitor), lead M&G’s team of Immigration lawyers who are registered with the law society of Upper Canada and are licensed to practice law within the province of Ontario and Quebec. She and her team of lawyers are also members of the Canadian bar association (CBA) and Ontario bar association (OBA), with special authorization to assist with Quebec Selection Certificate applications within the province of Quebec.
- M&G is associated with registered migration agents in different countries.
- M&G offers guidance on course, colleges and country selection depending on your qualification, experience and choice.
- M&G has well qualified professionals who are readily accessible. With professional, well trained counsellors dedicated to serve the needs of the clients, M&G clients are better placed to succeed.
- M&G has very reasonable and competitive charges for the services offered, and client satisfaction is our hallmark.
- M&G believes in long-term relationships with our clients and in building its reputation on the basis of honesty and sincerity.
- ATTENTION STUDENTS...!! M&G is offering permanent residence assistance after your studies in Canada.

M & G’S IMMIGRATION LEGAL TEAM, CANADA

Arvin Ashley
Arvin Gupta (Barrister and Solicitor) graduated with his Juris Doctorate (JD) and M.A in Criminology from University of Toronto, where upon he began the practice of law in the area of personal injury, real estate and immigration. He has special authorization from Quebec Bar Association to practice immigration law in Quebec.

Judy Mathew
Judy Mathew (Barrister and Solicitor) completed her Law Degree in Canada through the National Committee on Accreditation from University of Toronto. She began her practice of law in the area of personal injury, real estate and immigration. She is a member with the Law Society of Upper Canada and the Ontario Bar Association. She has special authorization from Quebec Bar Association to practice immigration law in Quebec.

THE RIGHT PROGRAM

Education: Indecisive about your higher studies? M & G Immigration and Study Abroad can assist you with the best suitable programs.

Migration: Do you want to migrate to some of the best destinations in the world? You have a host of opportunities!

IELTS Coaching: Fed up with poor results and fed up being trained by non-English native speakers who claim supernatural powers? We are here to help!
The new Express Entry System currently will manage the applications for Permanent Residence under following federal economic immigration programs:

1. The Federal Skilled Worker Program
2. The Federal Skilled Trades Program, and
3. The Canadian Experience Class

Provinces and territories will also be able to recruit candidates from Express Entry System through their Provincial Nominee Programs, in order to meet local labour market needs. Potential candidates can complete an express entry profile with their skills, work experience, language ability, education and other details. Those who meet the criteria of one of the federal immigration programs listed above will be accepted into a pool of candidates. Anyone who does not have a job offer supported by the Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA) or a nomination from a province or a territory, must register with Employment and Social Development Canada’s (ESDC) Job Bank. The ESDC Job Bank will then help connect Express Entry candidates with eligible employers in Canada. Students completing two year of study in Canada have an added advantage in securing more points.

Express Entry candidates will subsequently be ranked against others in the pool, using a point-based system called the Comprehensive Ranking System. Points are awarded based on the information that has been provided in the candidate’s profile. Those candidates with the highest scores in the pool will then be issued an Invitation to Apply. If an Invitation to Apply is issued, the candidate will have 60 days to submit an online application for Permanent Residence.
M&G CANADA MIGRATION SEMINAR

M&G Lawyers
Arvin Ashley & Judy Mathew
Australian PR is designed for highly skilled professionals who are listed in the Skilled Occupation List. And we are associated with a Registered Migration Agent (MARA) from Australia to represent our Clients. Australian Permanent Residency is undoubtedly one of the fastest immigration processes. It takes just 6-12 months from filling your application to get a PR. Only specified skills in the Skilled Occupation list are given priority for work and to settle permanently in Australia.

The Australian Immigration has become quite prominent in the past few years. And immense job opportunities have made it a preferable choice for migration. There are certain rules and regulations to be followed for immigration. Resident visas are permanent settlement visas in Australia along with family. And your profile will be made available for Australian employers thru Skill Select, if you meet the requirements outlined by DIAC.

- Live and work on a permanent basis
- Multiple entry visa for 5 years
- Eligible for Australian citizenship after completion of 3 years
- Immediate family unification
- Family & spouse allowed to work in Australia
- Entitled for certain social benefits
- Eligible to sponsor Relatives and invite them to Australia

M & G in partnership with B-GHUD IELTS Training Centre B-GHUD is one of the largest IELTS training institutes in south India with more than 4000 students per year being trained for IELTS exams. This institute is made up of more than 20,000 sq. ft of classrooms, in addition to 23 hostel facility for students coming from different parts of the country and abroad. We also offer a team of over 130 highly qualified and experienced instructors that we believe are the best.

Ideally situated at Mavelikara, a beautiful modern town in Central Kerala, B-GHUD is one of Kerala’s pioneering English Language Training Institutes, with an unbeatable 20 years of imparting knowledge to its students. As Nehru asserted, “English has come to stay.”

It was this conviction about English that enabled Mr. George John, our Partner, to establish B-GHUD to motivate students to transcend national frontiers to fructify their goals. He broadened his horizons of knowledge during his 20 years abroad in the airline industry, where trips to 14 nations provided exposure to multicultural lifestyles, secular values and a proactive approach to life.
Quebec is one of the largest Provinces of Canada. Quebec have it’s of set rules to select the immigrants planning to settle in their province. Each year, Quebec receives thousands of immigrant workers whose skills respond to particular market needs and make it easier for them to find work. Perhaps you could also have this opportunity.

If you decide to immigrate to Quebec, you will first have to obtain a Certificat de sélection du Québec before applying for permanent residence in Canada. Quebec bases its selection on a grid of factors for which points are awarded, for example, your education, occupational skills, language knowledge and age.

Our Lawyers have direct Special Authorization from Quebec immigration department to represent our client’s file. M & G has received more than 225 Quebec Selection certificates for the families who are planning to settle in the province of Quebec.

For Faster process of Quebec Migration, Quebec MIDI have introduced the use of Mon projet Québec for anyone submitting an application for a Certificat de sélection du Québec (Québec selection certificate) under the Regular Skilled Worker Program. M & G was successful in submitting around 153 files of our registered clients in the Mon project Selection process that was held during June and August of 2016.

Attractions of Quebec:

a) Low IELTS Score
b) Extra Point for Children
c) Points for the Age of Spouse and Qualification
d) Low fund requirement

M&G client’s Quebec Mon project training session in Kochi (Aug 2016)
M&G client’s Quebec Mon project training session in Kottayam (Aug 2016)
Canada has been ranked as the best country to live in the world for past consecutive nine years, according to the United Nations. The particular sectors in which Canada has earned its high scores include: access to education, high life expectancy, quality of living, and low crime rates. M & G offices in India are a leading student placement agency that provides assistance to students who are looking forward to pursue their studies in Canada.

**Canadian Education System:**
Education in Canada is under the complete jurisdiction of the respective provinces or territories, rather than the centralized federal government system. Keeping in mind the necessity of education for a nation’s growth, the government has made compulsory public education free up to and including the secondary school level. At the post-secondary level, institutions are divided into community colleges and universities. A significant number of universities and community collages in Canada provide excellent facilities to both national and foreign students.

**Level of Education:**
Post-secondary education in Canada is divided in specific levels, distinguished partly by the number of years of study before a specific qualification is awarded. Students can opt for any of the following:

- Certificate level programs, generally for a year.
- Diploma level programs, generally one to two years.
- Advanced Diploma programs, generally 2 to 3 years.
- Bachelor’s degree programs, typically awarded after four years of full-time study.
- Post Graduate Diploma / Certificate programs, for one or two years
- Master’s degree programs, available after graduation to excel in certain subject.
- Doctorate or PhD programs generally require four to seven years to complete.

**Study Expenses in Canada:**
Foreign students have the option to support themselves financially during their study program by working part time. A work permit, which allows individuals to work up to 20 hours per week, is usually available for most students. A post-study work permit is also an option available for students graduating from any program.

**SERVICES OFFERED BY M & G:**
We provide the best student consultancy services to the aspiring candidates who wish to pursue higher education in Canada. These candidates can communicate with our counsellors regarding any queries they may have, particularly those with respect to the following programs: MBA, Engineering, Information Technology, Master’s degree programs, and other post-graduation pursuits.

M&G is offering:

- Free Representation of Study permit by our Canadian lawyers.
- Permanent Residence Guidance for the students who are applying to collages through M&G

Other services provided also include:
- Application procedure.
- Offer acceptance assistance;
- Orientation sessions.
- Visa counselling
New Zealand is a beautiful and unique country in the South Pacific where we can find high quality of education. New Zealand is becoming the preference for most of foreign students seeking quality education & to explore new ideas in pioneering programmes. M & G, the leading student placement company in the world, endeavours to provide expert guidance to students across the globe to choose and opt for best course as well as best region and college. All eight universities of New Zealand’s are located near to diverse natural environment offering students the chance to research anything from endangered marine mammals to Geo-engineering. New Zealand universities, colleges and institutions offer students a unique learning environment. This is supported by an innovative and efficiently managed education system in which students find it easy to study and apply for further education levels.

Why Study in NZ

Quality
- New Zealand qualifications are recognised and highly valued by industry and community leaders all over the world.
- New Zealand has an excellent centrally-managed quality assurance system, the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA), which requires that all institutions enrolling international students be registered and ensures compliance with qualifications standards.

Innovation
- A fresh outlook generates fresh ideas. A youthful nation, New Zealand has forged ahead in developing its own ‘kiwi’ identity and innovative ways of thinking.
- New Zealanders who embody this innovative spirit include Ernest Rutherford and Alan MacDiarmid, both Nobel Prize winners for Chemistry, and Richard Taylor whose Weta Workshop created the stunning visual effects in The Lord of the Rings movie trilogy.

Lifestyle
- New Zealand has a breathtaking natural environment blended with cities abuzz with excitement and culture.
- New Zealand’s cities are a cosmopolitan mix of cafes, shopping, movies and nightlife.
- New Zealand has a vibrant multicultural society, enriched by its own Maori culture and many from around the world.

Cost
- New Zealand offers a range of competitive programs for students when considering tuition fees.
- Costs like visas, health cover and additional living expenses offer good value students. Earn while you learn
- Students enrolled in a course of 12 months duration or longer can work part-time for up to 20 hours a week during semester and full-time during holidays.
- Working provides an excellent opportunity to get work experience and integrate into the community.

Employment prospects
- With a skill shortage across various sectors in the New Zealand labour market, fresh graduates are in high demand.
- Students with skills in demand and who wish to stay in New Zealand long-term may apply for a Skilled Migrant Visa which would allow them to live and work in New Zealand permanently.
M & G, India is a trusted name for students who are looking forward to an education in Australia. M & G offers students comprehensive counselling services and expert guidance on a range of Australian education options at top Australian universities. For students looking to pursue education in Australia aiming at various courses including an MBA in Australia, Engineering in Australia, Information Technology in Australia, PhD in Australia, Management in Australia and many more, our well trained & experienced counsellors help the students and their families through the entire process from university/course selection through application/visa process and pre-departure planning.

Living in Australia
Australia is a warm, welcoming country which is considered as one of the most multicultural societies in the world. Almost a quarter of Australia’s people were born in another country. Australia has equal opportunity for every individual residing there. It is against the law to discriminate on the grounds of race, culture, religion or gender. The country is a great place to live in. it offers a safe, friendly and multicultural environment that international students can easily fit into. As a student, you can most of your study experience by making the most of your life in Australia. Enjoy the culture, the food, the sights and the people!

Study Costs
Australia is, undoubtedly, the perfect place to enjoy a quality education and outstanding quality of life. The best part about studying in this country is that you get excellent value for your money, with living expenses and tuition costs comparatively low as compared to the United Kingdom and Unites States.

Visa Requirements
To receive a student visa, you will have to prove that you have enough money to pay for living expenses, education costs and travel for the entire duration of your course. You can manage your expenses by working part time while you study. However, you cannot and should not rely on your salary as your only source of income.

Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC)
You need to maintain an Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) till the time your student visa is valid. You will also be responsible for your own accident and property insurance.

WHY STUDY IN AUSTRALIA?
WHY STUDY IN AUSTRALIA?
Australia has so much more to offer like its friendly, laid-back nature, excellent education system and high standard of living making it hot spot for international students. Australia is a country of opportunities for career, new culture and adventure. There are many reasons why international students choose to study in Australia:

- Globally Recognized Degree
- Living Expenses
- A range of Courses in Australia
- Advanced Technology in Universities In Australia
- Work permit
- Multicultural & Safe Environment
- Living in Australia
Ireland has a long history of welcoming international students going back more than a thousand years. In the dark ages of 7th century Europe, Ireland was a beacon of learning, and students from around the continent travelled to study in Irish monasteries. An education in Ireland is a transformational experience, which adds significant value to the personal development and economic potential of our graduates and binds them to the global Irish family, a network which will continue to be open to them no matter where in the world they travel.

**BENEFITS OF STUDY IN IRELAND**
- Strong Universities
- Literature
- No Language Barrier in Dublin
- Portal to Europe
- Literature
- Dublin

Germany officially known as the Federal Republic of Germany consists of 16 states and is Europe’s largest economy. About 12% of the population in Germany mainly consists of Immigrants. With the best education and living conditions, Germany is soon turning out to be one of the most popular destinations for students wanting to pursue higher studies abroad. Germany has a social market economy constituting mainly of highly skilled workforce, large capital, low corruption and high level of innovation. Germany is Europe’s largest and most powerful economy. Germany advocates on closer European economic and political amalgamation. Germany is recognized for small and medium industries. Of the World’s Fortune 500 companies, 37 are located in Germany.

**BENEFITS OF STUDY IN GERMANY**
- Technology
- Strategic University Locations
- Faculty & Research
- Subsidized Tuition Fee
- Research Findings
- Top Ranking universities
- World Class Facilities
- International peer crowd
- Excellent Job opportunities

France is the world’s most popular tourist destination. France is incredibly variable in many ways, from its people and regional cultures to its landscapes and urban areas, and it has a way of just drawing people in. It is known for its historical and artistic culture, architecture, food, wine, and beaches — there is little about France that fails to astound, and there is something for everyone here. Creative types and intellectuals alike will be at home, particularly in Paris, which is loaded with museums, cathedrals, and historical buildings. France is also the ideal location for those interested in learning French or working on the skills they have already acquired.

**BENEFITS OF STUDY IN FRANCE**
- It is one of the most sought after study-abroad destinations, inviting abundant number of students every year from all over the world.
- More than a fifth of respective students living in provincial towns will experience reasonable living costs, lower than most European capitals.
- For students lacking proficiency in French, it is usually taught as a subject in their curriculum during the course time.
- In the Information Technology sector, France ranks second in Europe and fourth in the world.
USA have long been one of the favoured destinations for international students. A true land of opportunities, USA has a number of competitive private and public institutions of higher education. It also houses the highest number of top ranked universities which offer a diverse range of courses. A home to diverse ethnicities, US proffer a unique cultural experience with a wide variety of ethnic groups, traditions and values. For students opting to study in the US, the country offers a great chance to grow academically, culturally and socially.

Study in the USA

US is home to the highest number of international students as compared to any other country. Universities in US, many of them top ranking in the world, place a great deal of significance on diversity. The education system has people from various religions, countries as well as age groups. Studying in the US provides a stimulating environment as the universities encourage cross-culture understanding and networking, thus making the duration of the course a pleasant and productive experience. The course structure lays equal emphasis on building a strong theoretical base and practical, employment related skills.

US boasts of a well-established, high-quality tertiary education system that offers a wide range of associate degrees, undergraduate and post graduate programs, PhD’s and doctorates from over 4500 accredited colleges and universities across 50 states. US universities are also well known for scientific research and development. In fact, most of the world’s research is conducted by top US Universities. The university campuses in US offer a very active social life that helps cultivate further career.

United States has always been considered as the "land of opportunities". Being one of the leading nations with a strong economic structure, the nation offers an array of job opportunities to international students in all fields of work.

There is also a plethora of internship programs available that can be taken up by the international students. That not only helps them understand the intricacies of the preferred industry but also lets them earn an income while working part-time.

Owing to skills shortage across various sectors in the American market, international students with skills are in demand and those who are willing to settle in America have the option to apply under a Skilled Worker Visa and permanently work and reside in the country. Graduates are in high demand in the USA, especially in the field of healthcare, film production, real estate, retail sector, agriculture, engineering and computers & information technology.

In the USA there are options to work part-time on campus during your first year of study. You can also explore opportunities for sponsorship following your studies. International students in the USA can work in a job on campus up to 20 hours a week.

Another option that appeals to many students is to broaden their study experience through semester or summer-long study abroad and exchange programs, offered by most universities as well as outside study abroad providers. Following graduation, students on an F-1 visa can apply for Optional Practical Training (OPT), which allows them to work in their chosen field for 12-24 months after completing their studies.

Some companies may even sponsor students for a H1-B Temporary Worker Visa, allowing them to continue living in the USA as long as they work for that company. Most USA institutions have a career services department staffed with professionals focused on helping students with their résumé, teaching job interview skills, and helping them find job opportunities.
A FEW OF OUR RECENT
STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Savoy Tony
CANADA
Besto Benny
CANADA
Jithin James Varghese
CANADA
Aparna Anoop
CANADA
Akshay Das
CANADA
Jancy Pulivalayil James
CANADA

Macxin Ouseppachan
CANADA
Rovin Valaparambil Vincent
CANADA
Krishnanand Thulaseedharan
CANADA
Ashik Augustine Siby
CANADA
Manju Poulise
CANADA
Arun Abraham
CANADA

Arya Sudhakaran
CANADA
Jobin Johnson
CANADA
Jophin Varakkalasarambi
Joseph
CANADA
Nidhin Philip Joseph
CANADA
Aksh Sridivathanan Nair
CANADA
Akhaya Asha Markose
CANADA

Ananthan Manoj
CANADA
Sandra Maria Mathew
Mathacheryli
CANADA
Christo Kunjakutty
CANADA
Amal Luke Mathew
CANADA
Anita Siby
CANADA
Abyinth Anil
CANADA

Ammu Solaman
CANADA
Jithin Jacob John
CANADA
Linda Mary John
CANADA
Nithin Krishnan
CANADA
Leah Maria Stephen
CANADA
Anna Maria Issac
CANADA

HELPLINE MIGRATION:
858 999 4781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
HELPLINE STUDY:
907 257 6691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
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A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Athira Jayan
CANADA

Jiby Babu
CANADA

Nidhin Madhu
CANADA

Stephy Rajan
CANADA

Kevin Nelson
CANADA

Shyam Sivadasan Pillai
CANADA

Rohith Jose
CANADA

Swathi Liz Thomas
CANADA

Ammu Sulochana
CANADA

Blessy Mary Biju
CANADA

Jithin Jose
CANADA

Sonu James Pulimothil Jose
CANADA

Alan Varkey Hally
CANADA

Karuna Suma
CANADA

Akash Maleparambil Jose
CANADA

Josbin Jarardh
CANADA

Albert Sabu
CANADA

Nishant Vathsu Pillai
CANADA

Tom Kochukunnathu Biju
CANADA

Sruthy Susan John
UK

Mathew Kallarakal Mathew
IRELAND

Akku George Saju
IRELAND

Feroz Nazar
IRELAND

Benita Kurian Joseph
IRELAND

Roshan Abe Raj
IRELAND

Remya Ramachandran
NEW ZEALAND

Needhu Paul
NEW ZEALAND

Sidharth
NEW ZEALAND

Vishnu Mohan
NEW ZEALAND

Milan Peter
AUSTRALIA
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A FEW OF OUR RECENT EXPRESS ENTRY INVITATION HOLDERS

Lisha Sara Varghese
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Ashwin Thomas Kavunkal
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Tresa Mary George
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Kannan Chandra Sekhar
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Chithra Chandra Sekhar
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Sachin Davis
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Anson Cherian
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Anju cyriac
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Veena Ajithakumari
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Prithviraj
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Neeti Vijaykumar
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Renjith Krishnan
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Tejas Kamath
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Santhosh Thomas
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Vineetha Elizabeth Philip
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Tony Vattooparambil Jacob
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Sudeep Thankachan Thomas
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Mukil Chandrababu
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Jabsiya Jacob
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Priya A. P
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Blessonmon Mappalayil Baby
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Saranya Kureekattu Prakash
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Sangeetha Sathyadevan
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Reshma Elizabeth Simon
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Aswin Manmadhan
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Mark Leander Castelino
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Greeshma C Salim
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Jinu Mary Job
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Jibin Ammini Joseph
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Jerin Cyriac
Exp Entry Invitation Received
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A FEW OF OUR RECENT PROVINCIAL NOMINATION HOLDERS

Sible John Samuel
Exp Entry Invitation Received

Bobin Mathew
SINP Nomination Holder

Praveen Pardhasarath
SINP Nomination Holder

Pradeepi
SINP Nomination Holder

Tressa Bobin
SINP Nomination Holder

Krishna Das
SINP Nomination Holder

Suchitra Pushpan
SINP Nomination Holder

Ancy Varghese
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Jineesh Joseph
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Riyamol Thomas
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Bobby Stephen
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Sino Joseph
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Giby Peter
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Jins Sebastian
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Rani Annie Chacko
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Jino James
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Soumyamol Menacherril Vijayan
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Susan Varghese
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Renjith Kumar G. A
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Jomon George
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder

Elna Joseph
Ontario Nomination Holder

Riya Varghese
Ontario Nomination Holder

Binto Paul
Ontario Nomination Holder

Allen Baby Thomas
Ontario Nomination Holder

Abhiraj Radhakrishnan
Ontario Nomination Holder

Lijin George Jacob
Ontario Nomination Holder

Jelin Joseph
Ontario Nomination Holder

Emil Thomas
Ontario Nomination Holder

Divya Merin Allen
Ontario Nomination Holder

Ajith George Chacko
Ontario Nomination Holder

HELPLINE MIGRATION: 858 999 4781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
HELPLINE STUDY: 907 257 6691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98

www.mandgworld.com
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A FEW OF OUR
QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Abin Thomas Scaria
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Ambily Penattu Sivan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Anima sagar
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Animol Mullankuzhy
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Susan Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Arun Mohanan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Abin Sebastian
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Aswathy Maria George
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Thressiamma
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Bincy Ipe
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Ginodh Xavier
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Geethu Baby
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Darish Raphy Xavier
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Deepa Cherian
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Deepti B. R
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Dibin Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Ebin Paul
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Eldho John
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Gibi Mary
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Midhun Rajilan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

George Vimal
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Merin Mary
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Nishamol T. Skaria
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Harpreeath Kaur
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Jincy M Cherian
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Jisha Dibu
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Jobby Jose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Jobby Kuriakose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Johnson Paul
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

Joice Job Mathew
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder

HELPLINE MIGRATION :
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HELPLINE MIGRATION:
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HELPLINE STUDY:
907 257 6691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98

M&G DIRECT OFFICES

Kochi: 1st Floor Sarala Chambers, DH Road
Ph: 0484 - 2365459, 4060522

Mavelikara: Building number 244/II, Polachirakal Arcade,
Ph: 0479 - 2343500, 2343502

Pala: 2nd Floor, Puthettu Arcade, Near Private Bus Stand
Kottaramattom, Pala - 686575
Ph: 907 257 6698 / 18 / 14

Kottayam: Railway Station Road, Opp: Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481 -2560223, 2560224

Angamaly: 2nd Floor, KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484 - 2454951, 2454952

Kollam: Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thavakkara, Kannur-1, Study: 907 257 6601/02
Migration: 907 257 6603/04

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N 5W9
Australian Office: - Sydney: 714/368 Sussex Street, Sydney 2000. MARA #: 0747362

Kochi Migration : 858 999 4781 / 88 / 89
Kochi Study : 907 257 6697 / 96 / 95

Mavelikara Migration : 858 999 4785 / 83
Mavelikara Study : 907 257 6691 / 19

Pala Migration : 907 257 6698 / 858 999 4783
Pala Study : 907 257 6614 / 15

Kottayam Migration : 858 999 4784 / 907 257 6692
Kottayam Study : 907 257 6693 / 907 257 6694

Kollam Migration : 907 257 6603 / 04
Kollam Study : 907 257 6601/02

Kollam Migration : 858 999 4787 / 907 257 6617
Kollam Study : 907 257 6695 / 907 257 6696